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ABSTRACT

Driver action recognition is essential in vehicle safety and smart car systems targeting vehicles as a diagnostic space. In
the context of video-based action recognition, attention-based architectures have surpassed conventional methods in deep
learning. Former frameworks have produced excellent results on the public Drive&Act dataset. However, present
frameworks do not consider the temporal ordering of frames in the video and the spatial layout of the relevant interacting
objects yielding poor performance in certain actions that include semantic reversals. This includes so-called conjugate
actions that originate when performed backward in time. An example would be moving the hand rightward vs. leftward.
We propose a feature engineering approach to model the motion of human pose. We use key points relevant to the action
to incorporate the sequential order. We implement video swin architecture on the Drive&Act dataset. Then, we utilize the
histogram of oriented displacements on human joint locations and their displacements and train a support vector machine
to classify actions in conjugate pairs. Performance increases in two conjugate actions namely fastening/ unfastening seat
belt and taking off/ putting on sunglasses. Integrating our module with existing deep learning models increases the
overall accuracy by 3% to 72%. Furthermore, our approach can be extended to other action classes.

Keywords: Action recognition, Smart car, Feature engineering, Video swin transformer

1. INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) states that every year, 1.3 million people succumb to road accidents.
Furthermore, 20 to 50 million people suffer from non-fatal injuries [1]. Studies say that the leading cause behind the
majority of crashes is driver error, majorly driver distraction [2]. Even in highly automated driving, engagement in
other tasks such as mobile phone usage negatively affects the readiness of the driver [3]. Consequently, it would benefit
any smart car system to incorporate a system to classify robustly the driver’s actions. This also holds for continuous
health monitoring of the driver [4, 5].

Traditional driver-activity recognition methods construct a feature vector with driver-related data such as body pose
estimates [6], [7], driver gaze [8], and sensory data [9] followed by a classification module such as a convolution neural
network (CNN) or support vector machines (SVM). CNN-based pipelines have been applied to the task of driver
activity recognition following its success in achieving state-of-the-art results in several computer-vision tasks [10].
Moslemi et. al. [11] utilize 3D CNNs for feature extraction and Pan et. al. [12] apply a 3D CNN for feature extraction
followed by an LSTM model to model the sequential data of frames.

Based on their success in natural language processing (NLP), transformer-based networks have been applied to
computer vision. They have achieved accuracies higher than the conventional CNN-based networks [13]. Arnab et al.
[14] modify the vision transformer for video-based inputs and obtain results superior to that of 3D CNNs such as
Inflated 3D ConvNet (I3D) [15].
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Several work use inputs such as body pose estimates and positions of relevant objects to model the sequence of frames
for human action recognition. Diogo et al. [16] propose the construction of a 2D feature map using human pose key
points for each frame resulting in a 3D feature map for each input video; this is followed by a 3D CNN for
classification. Materzynska et. al. [17] note the inability of 3D-CNNs to take into account the ordering of frames. They
propose a STIN network that uses the location and size of interacting objects in the video to model its trajectory across
the frames. But this method requires a large amount of data for fine-tuning. Gowayyed et. al. [18] propose a histogram
of bins built using body pose estimates to model the direction and magnitude of each movement.

Several work uses the Drive&Act dataset [19]. Martin et al. experiment with C3D [20], I3D [15], and P3D ResNet [21]
and achieve 69% best test accuracy. Jacob et al. [22] propose an end-to-end transfer learning approach using temporal
pyramidal networks (TPNs) to achieve 75% test accuracy. Kunyu et. al [23] achieve 89% test accuracy using the
transformer-based video swin [24].

We note some shortcomings in the two types of approaches for driver activity recognition.

1. Vision-based methods ineffectively model the sequential movement of human body joints in a video, which is
important to determine the type of action. Traditionally, LSTM networks are used to model the sequential
nature of frames [25]. The LSTM network requires each frame to be transformed into a feature vector.
However, present approaches do not take into account the spatial layout of relevant features during the
transformation.

2. Body pose-based methods model effectively the motion of human key points through the frames of the video,
but they perform poorly in classes that have similar interacting objects. For example, reading a magazine or a
newspaper (different classes in the Drive&Act dataset) involve a similar body pose but a different interacting
object.

In our work, we propose a module that uses body-pose estimates to supplement a vision-based feature extractor in tasks
that require the sequence of frames. As a proof of concept, we improve the video swin transformer’s performance on
the Drive&Act for driver action recognition by increasing the accuracy of actions that require the consideration of the
ordering of frames. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A sample action in the Drive&Act dataset. These are ordered snapshots of a video of the ’ putting on seatbelt’ action
class

The salient points of our approach are as follows
● We perform an analysis of the performance of the transformer-based video swin on the Drive&Act dataset and

identify the need for modeling the sequential motion of the human key joints across the frames of the video.
● We propose a novel feature construction approach that utilizes body-pose estimates using the histogram of

oriented displacements [18].
● We provide a proof of concept.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this section, we introduce the vision transformer backbone (Section 2.1), point out shortcomings of the baseline
feature extractor (Section 2.2), and a feature engineering-based module to increase the performance on conjugate actions
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Video-Vision Transformer

In video-based action recognition tasks, the conventional framework consists of a feature extraction backbone
accompanied by a classification head. For our work, we adopt the transformer-based video swin as our feature extraction
backbone.

2.2 Modeling the Spatial and Temporal layout

Appendix 1.1 visualizes the confusion matrix of the baseline video swin model on the test dataset.

In classes performing rather poorly, the majority of the samples are misclassified to a class that it is similar to when its
order of frames is reversed. We call such action pairs conjugate action pairs. If the action is performed reversely, we
obtain the other action. We list such pairs in Table 1.

Table 1. Conjugate action pairs in the Drive&Act dataset

Forward Action Backward action

Taking off jacket Putting on a jacket

Opening laptop Closing laptop

Putting on sunglasses Taking off sunglasses

Fetching an object Placing an object

Fastening seat belt Unfastening seat belt

Taking laptop from backpack Putting laptop into backpack

The model performs poorly on three other classes - drinking, opening a bottle, and closing a bottle, as most
misclassifications are found in the other two classes. These classes rely upon the spatial layout of distinctive objects -
bottles - for distinction.

We present here the theoretical reason for the shortcoming. In classification tasks, the feature map reduces to a 1D
feature vector. This process is known as pooling. Generally in video-based classification, pooling affects the height,
width, and temporal dimensions. Kunyu et al. [23] use an average pooling technique along the three dimensions. Such
pooling actions make permutations in these dimensions indifferent and hence ignore both the spatial and temporal layout.
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Noticing the lack of good differentiation in conjugate action pairs, we introduce a feature engineering module to
incorporate the information that is lost during pooling. We use the human pose estimates that are provided in the dataset.

2.3 Our Module

We first present the setup of the entire pipeline for the classification task (Section 2.3.1), present our module in detail
(Section 2.3.2), and then exemplarily analyze putting on/ taking off sunglasses (Section 2.2.3) and fastening/ unfastening
seat belt (Section 2.3.4).

2.3.1 General Pipeline

Figure 2. The complete pipeline of our approach. First, a pre-trained model performs action recognition. Then, with the predicted
action “base” class along with the pose estimates (the locations of the key human joints), our module outputs the final predicted
action.

We first pass the input video through a feature extractor, that is pre-trained on the dataset (Figure 2). We maintain the
model in inference mode, and hence there is no learning involved. We then check if the predicted class is in any of the
conjugate action pairs.

● If not, then we do not modify the predicted class.
● If yes, we discard the predictions of the feature extractor and only consider the “base” class of the action (for

example, the base class of both unfastening seat belt and fastening seat belt is seat belt). With the help of
pre-processed pose estimates of the driver in the video, we decide with our module what type of action (in the
base class) the video belongs to. We then pass on this prediction as the final prediction of the model.

2.3.2 Our Method

In our work, we show a proof of concept of our methodology of distinction on two conjugate action class pairs.

• Putting on sunglasses/ taking off sunglasses

• Fastening seat belt/ unfastening seat belt

Figure 3 shows in detail how we use body pose estimates along with other input from the dataset to improve the
performance of the selected action classes.
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Figure 3. Our Module. We decide on the important joints based on the action classified by the existing neural network. Then, we
analyze the atomic transitions(motion of key joints between successive frames) and use a Support Vector Machine to output the
action class.

2.3.3 Putting on Sunglasses/ Taking off Sunglasses

First, we define how the two actions are performed on the dataset.

The action of putting on sunglasses involves three parts:

i. raising the hand holding the sunglasses,
ii. wearing it, and then

iii. bringing the hand down holding no sunglasses.

The action of taking off sunglasses involves three parts:

i. raising the hand holding no sunglasses,
ii. removing the sunglasses and then

iii. bringing the hand down holding the sunglasses.

Each video in the dataset involves the test subject performing at least one of the three parts for each action. We present
below our method, based on the histogram of oriented displacements.

First, we note that the two actions cannot be differentiated only based on wrist movements since both involve upward
and downward movements. We also observe that, while in the (i) part of both the actions, the wrist movements are the
same (upward; towards their face), there is a difference that in one the person is wearing the sunglasses, and in the other,
he is not. Hence, given only the (i) part of the actions, the two actions can be differentiated by the detection of sunglasses
on the participant's face. Hence, we conclude that given the motion of the wrists and the presence or absence of
sunglasses throughout the video, we can distinguish the two actions.

We perform detection of the presence of sunglasses on the driver by measuring the intensity of the pixels in a small
rectangular bounding box centered at the eyes. We obtain the location of the eyes through pose estimates that are
included in the dataset.
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Figure 4. Pose estimates of the wrists for the action of putting on sunglasses (sample from the Drive&Act dataset)

To model the motion of the wrists, we first obtain the direction and magnitude of the hand movement between every
consecutive frame of the video using their pose estimates. We calculate the direction of movement for each wrist by
determining the slope between the two pairs of coordinates. We measure the distance between the two pairs of
coordinates and therefore obtain the magnitude of movements. Since the action concerns only movements in directions
towards and away from the face, we consider only these two directions, i.e., we include all movements that either have

● slope between 3500 ≥ θ or θ ≤ 800’ which represents an upward motion toward the face or
● slope between 2800 ≥ θ ≥ 1700 which represents a downwards motion away from the face
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of the video.

We engineer a feature vector to represent the actions. For each joint, we build four histogram bins. The bins signify a
unique action. We list below the significance of each bin.

a. sunglasses present and hand going down
b. sunglasses absent and hand going down
c. sunglasses absent and hand going up
d. sunglasses present and hand going up

Each bin is the sum of magnitudes of movements that correspond to the actions represented by the bin. For example, if
two frames involve the hand moving towards the face to put on the sunglasses, we add the magnitude of this movement
to the bin (c) since it represents no sunglasses on the eye and hand moving upward.

We note that bins (a) and (c) denote the action of putting on sunglasses and bins (b) and (d) denote the action of taking
off sunglasses.
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Figure 5. Calculation of direction of motion between two consecutive frames (t and t+1). The angleis measured clockwise from
the left.

We build the feature vector in the following way:

1. We perform the following step for each wrist joint
● We loop through all pairs of consecutive frames and perform steps (i) through (iii)

i. We compute the slope and magnitude using the pose estimates of the joint in the two frames.
If the slope is not in the direction that we consider, we discard these movements and continue
to the next pair of frames.

ii. We perform sunglass detection and obtain the prediction.
iii. We use the direction of motion (obtained from the slope) and the sunglasses prediction to

decide on the bin that represents this movement. We then add the magnitude of the motion to
the bin.

2. We concatenate the feature vector generated from the two joints. This resultant feature vector of length eight
represents the action in the video.

We then analyze the values of the feature vector. If the maximum of the eight values is among the bins corresponding to
taking off sunglasses, we deduce that the major movements of the wrists in the video have been to perform that particular
action. This way we introduce a distinction between the two actions through feature engineering. For our experiments,
we use the pose estimates from the A-Column co-driver camera view and its Kinect RGB video input of the Drive&Act.
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Fig 6. Histogram for putting on/ taking off sunglasses for the left wrist. The histogram (d) here has the maximum value, indicating
an act of taking off sunglasses. Note that the value of (b) is also relatively high. This implies the action includes moving the hand
closer to the eyes wearing the sunglasses and then bringing the hand down. The histogram (a) and (c) have relatively smaller
values and hence contain small perturbations of the wrist in their direction.

2.3.4 Fastening Seat Belt/ Unfastening Seat Belt

First, we define how the two actions are performed on the dataset. The videos in the dataset involve the test subject
performing at least one of the listed parts for each action.

The action of fastening the seatbelt involves three parts:

i. reaching for the seatbelt,
ii. pulling the belt across the body to the other side and

iii. fastening it.

The action of unfastening the seatbelt involves two parts:

i. reaching for the fastener and releasing it and
ii. moving the belt upwards.

These actions differ in wrist movements. We model the actions as follows; if we have a strong downward motion, we
allocate a high probability of a fastening action. Otherwise, if we have a strong upward motion, we allocate a high
probability of an unfastening action. We observe from the dataset that, people also tend to adjust the seatbelt after
fastening which produces an upward motion and after unfastening, the hands move downward to relax. In both scenarios,
the actions do not obey our initial model. In order to prevent such actions from influencing the results, we consider the
magnitude of each frame-by-frame movement of the wrist such that the main action in the clip becomes dominant.

We model the motion of the wrists in the same way as in Section 2.3.3 except that for this conjugate pair, we build only
two histogram bins. Each bin is the sum of magnitudes of movements that correspond to the actions that the bin
represents (Figure 7).

a. hand going down
b. hand going up
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We build the feature vector in the following way:

1. We perform the following step for each wrist joint.
● We loop through all pairs of consecutive frames and perform steps (i) through (ii)

i. We compute the slope and magnitude using the pose estimates of the joint in the two frames.
If the slope is not in the direction that we consider, we discard these movements and continue
to the next pair of frames.

ii. Using the direction of motion (obtained from the slope), we decide on the bin that represents
this movement and add the magnitude of the motion to the bin.

2. We concatenate the feature vector generated from the two joints. This resultant feature vector of length four
represents the action in the video.

Figure 7. Left: Histogram of left hand. Right: Histogram of right hand as generated from a sample video of ’putting on seatbelt’.
The larger histograms represent a predominant motion of both hands in the down direction, thus getting classified correctly

Since manual analysis of the feature vector is difficult due to the complexity of the action, we train and use a Support
Vector Machine to predict a hyperplane that would distinguish the two classes.

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset

Drive&Act [19] is the largest public driver observation dataset covering 12 hours of distracted driving recordings inside
the vehicle. The dataset provides RGB, infrared, depth, and 3D skeleton data collected from six different views. The
videos are divided into 34 classes. It contains 3 splits with no overlap between the training, validation, and test sets. We
perform our experiments on the third split of the dataset. The leveraged different sensors in our work are the NIR
Front-top, and Kinect RGB respectively. We use the Kinect RGB video input from the A-Column co-driver view for
training the backbone. We use the center mirror pose estimates for fastening seat-belt/ unfastening seat-belt. We use
A-Column co-driver view pose estimates for taking off sunglasses/ putting on sunglasses.

3.2 Processing for Pose Estimates

The pose estimates for videos have been generated by the OpenPose [19] library and have not been manually annotated.
Hence, the estimates in some videos are not available for all the frames and are reported as zeros. We perform the
following preprocessing steps on the data to handle the noise.
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● If a zero estimate has a non-zero estimate that is estimated correctly in a previous frame, we copy the first such
correct estimate to the zero estimates.

● If there are no such non-zero estimates before, we copy the first non-zero estimate after the zero estimates.

This is an essential step since we model all movements based on the joint coordinates, and a zero estimate implies that
the hand joint has actually moved to the zero coordinate which results in an erroneous calculation.

3.3 Implementation Details

We use video swin [24] as our feature extraction backbone which is trained on a cluster with a batch size 1 for 20 epochs
using the initial learning rate of , AdamW optimizer, and cosine annealing learning rate scheduler. More details are1𝑒−6

provided in our released code.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Fastening Seat Belt/ Unfastening Seat Belt

We note an improvement in the classification accuracy in the test dataset. Though we witness a drop in the accuracy of
fastening seat belt class, we observe that our model lifts the bias that previously existed towards it. We notice an increase
to 93% from 53% in the unfastening seat belt class. The misclassifications in the improved model consist of videos
wherein the action is either adjusting the belt or searching for the belt.

Figure 8. Comparison of the confusion matrices of our framework and the baseline video swin for conjugate pair fastening seat
belt/ unfastening seat belt

4.2 Putting on Sunglasses/ Taking off Sunglasses

We note an improvement in accuracy in the test dataset from 60% to 80% considering both the classes together. The
misclassifications in the present model are due to certain videos with no hand movements and poor accuracy of the
sunglasses detection algorithm which we hope to improve in the future.

Figure 9. Comparison of the confusion matrices of our framework and the baseline video swin for conjugate pair putting on
sunglasses/ taking off sunglasses
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5. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
We note some limitations in our model. Some of the videos involve the test subject wearing sunglasses over their head
which our model does not properly classify. We also note a limit to the robustness of our sunglasses detection algorithm
since frames with low intensities result in insufficient results. The dataset contains videos labeled as fastening wherein
the person searches for the belt on his side or adjusts it, which leads to misclassifications using our module.

In our paper, we present a novel feature engineering-based module that uses human pose estimates to provide a
distinction among actions in conjugate action pairs and the ability of our method to model both using human pose
estimates. Our experiments indicate that the proposed module indeed improves the classification of the model on
conjugate action pairs, which is validated quantitatively on a public benchmark. Overall, our framework provides a way
for more accurate ADAS systems and can be considered also for other tasks, such as recognition of daily living
activities, in the future. We suggest integrating modifications to classifier heads like partitioning feature maps to account
for spatial layouts in the future. We also aim to replace the feature engineering method with a deep learning-based
approach when we obtain a larger dataset.
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APPENDIX

SECTION 1.1

Here we present the confusion matrix of the baseline Video Swin transformer on the test dataset.

Appendix for classes in the confusion matrix:

1. opening door outside
2. entering car
3. placing an object
4. closing door inside
5. fastening seat belt
6. using multimedia display
7. pressing automation button
8. sitting still
9. fetching an object
10. unfastening seat belt
11. putting on jacket
12. taking off sunglasses
13. putting on sunglasses
14. reading newspaper
15. writing
16. working on laptop
17. interacting with phone

18. taking off jacket
19. talking on phone
20. reading magazine
21. eating
22. opening bottle
23. drinking
24. closing bottle
25. opening door inside
26. exiting car
27. looking or moving around
28. closing door outside
29. opening backpack
30. opening laptop
31. closing laptop
32. preparing food
33. taking laptop from backpack
34. putting laptop into back

35. pack
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Figure 1. Confusion Matrix on the Test dataset produced by a baseline Video-Swin transformer
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